MAGNETS
Message/Note Holders

These durable resin holders have heavy magnets on the back for placing on any steel surface. The wooden pencil and apple decorate
the holders. Measures 43/8"W x 37/8"H.
AU31602 Pencil ....................................$3.95
AU31603 Apple ....................................$3.95

Americana
Apple Magnet

Framed School House

The patriotic, pillowed
apple drapes from a
finished mini-wood
hanger affixed with a
durable magnet.
Measures 4"W x 7"H.
AU57329 ..........$3.95

Solid wood frame with gilded inset, measures
5" x 5" x 1". The raised printed school house
has an engraved appearance. Complete with
hook for easy hanging. Boxed.
AU05401 ................................$9.95

Framed Apple

Solid wood frame with apple. Frame measures approx. 5" x 5" x 1". Complete with hook
for easy hanging. Gift boxed.
AU46101 ............................ $8.95
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Apple Magnets

Set of 3 apple magnets; each
measures approx. 1". Gift
boxed.
AU39208 ..................$4.50

A+ Pewter Magnet

This pewter apple magnet
says it all...for a terrific
teacher. The raised “A+
TEACHER” adds to the dimension of this piece.
Measures 11/2"W x 2"L.
Made in USA. Gift boxed.
AU27310....................$6.50

Burnished
Apple Magnet

Patchwork Apple Magnet

Apple Magnet

Post your message with
this solid brass apple
which will brighten any
metal surface. 11/2" x 13/4".
Gift boxed.
AU07113 ...............$4.50

Each school house is handcrafted
wood and painted with enamel.
Strong magnet. Each measures
approx. 15/8" x 13/4". Set of 2.
Gift boxed.
AU39210 ................................$4.00
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3" high apple magnets
AU49215 #1 Teacher Magnet..........$2.00
AU49216 Plain Apple Magnet ........$2.00

A heavy magnet adds to this
artisan crafted antique finished apple. Approx. 1".
USA made. Boxed.
AU41102 ................$3.95

Real decor for the message center. Hand
carved, finished wood bow supports a padded
patchwork apple. Bow has two durable magnets. Measures approx. 31/2"W x 41/2"H.
Assorted.
AU57322......................................$3.95 Each

School House Magnets

Magnets

Teaching Is…
Magnet

A magnet that says so
much. Burgundy with gold
lettering. 21/4"W x 2"H.
AU49325..................$2.00

Magnets

Post your message with any of these decorative magnets. The special teacher and
plain apple magnets are made of flexible
plastic.
AU54105 Special Teacher Apple, 13/4" x
11/2"W ............................................$1.35
AU54106 Plain Apple, 13/4" x 11/2"W
......................................................$1.35

Apple Pin

A beautiful red apple
pin. Apple measures
approx. 1". Gift
boxed.
AU39207........$1.95

